
Flying Acrobats 
The best place to fly/drive remote controlled aircraft and cars! 

Abstract 

Our company provides the best place to learn how to fly aircraft and  drive vehicles 

via remote control.  We provide the space and equipment  to learn this ever expand-

ing hobby. If you already have a remote controlled vehicle then we provide the space 

for it. We provides the area to repair and if repairing is not your thing you can always 

have one of our repair technicians repair or replace the item. Batteries are not an is-

sue either, just rent a battery and we will replace it throughout the day. Have your 

own batteries? Just rent one of our charging stations positioned by the flight field.  

•First Person View (FPV) equipment– $2,100 for 8 units 

•Drones with radios- $4,000 for 8 units 

•RC Vehicles with radios– $4,000 for 6 units 

•Batteries- $4,000 

 Building’s of operation/ property– 90,000 

•Insurance– $3,800 

 

 Advertising- $1800 

 

Startup Expense  

Monthly Overhead $9,600 

How we plan to spread our business 

•Advertising on RC pages such as Facebook groups and advertising deals on those  

Facebook pages. 

•Another way is word of mouth, especially in the drone community 

•Also spread through local social media and billboards in the area. 

Pricing 

•Basic Package– $80 (all day with optional tutor and simulator flying/ driving). 

•All Day Flight Pass– $5 (We only provide field to use). 

 Battery Rentals- $4 per battery or $30 for all day refills (6 batteries at a time). 

 Charging station- $20 a day  

•Charging– free if own equipment is brought 

•Premium Build– $600 per person price may very if you already have a radio. 

 Monthly Package- $40 (This can include various parts you list as needed) 

•Repair– $25 for labor ( parts not included) Free if repaired yourself. 

 All year pass– $800 This incudes free entrance, a premium build, and rental batteries 

•All year field pass- $50 (includes free pass to open field all year) 

 On field replacement parts ( Price varies with part) 

Target Customers 

•Hobbyist looking for a new hobby 

 People in general that want to try something new  

•Young kids around the age of 12 

Target Profit Over a Year 

•$109,700 needed to break even yearly overhead, $2,110 a week breaks even. 

•$120,000 made would break even with the investment and the yearly overhead,  

$2,308 a week would be needed to make $10,300 profit 

•$40,300 profit with  $109,700 overhead would be $2,885 a week. 

•$70,300 profit with $109,700 overhead would be $3,462 a week. 

Ocala 

 •Ocala would be where our business starts. 

 Ocala is quickly expanding and because of this the open land will be suitable. 

 

Monthly Cost

Monthly Costs

Insurance Maintanence Batteries Advertising Electricity Bills


